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Example from NL to help next steps for CoW

Learn from you for next steps in NL strategy
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sensitive

vulnerable

threatened

near extinct

extinct

NL Pollinator Strategy: urgently needed

55% bees on red list Red list bees everywhere



NL Pollinator Strategy: a national issue



NL Pollinator Strategy: a national issue

>100 initiatives from across society



By 2030 we will have:

Improved populations of wild pollinators

Increased diversity of wild pollinators

Improved pollination for wild plants and crops

Healthier honeybees

NL Pollinator Strategy: clear ambition
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NL level strategy goals for 2023 & 2030

? What is the relationship ?
Do initiatives support NL strategy ?

Does NL strategy support initiatives?

Long list (>100) initiatives with own goals



NL level strategy goals for 2023 & 2030

?
Analysis of NL initiatives:
1 much enthusiasm and activity
2 often no clear link to NL strategy
3 some very different goals (e.g. awareness)

4 no guarantee for success at NL level

Long list (>100) initiatives with own goals
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NL strategy goals for 2023 & 2030

?
Long list (>100) initiatives with own goals

How can we measure progress ? Are there proxies for the goals ?

How can we help initiatives? What data / knowledge do they need ? 

Which tools can help bridge the gap ?

NL Pollinator Strategy: Big Data for Bees
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Information on species occurrence
National level occurrence records EU/World wide occurrence records



Information on future occurrence

Future shifts in crop pollinators Brazil Future shifts in tomato pollinators in Brazil



Monitoring pollinators: job for experts

Not enough experts, many countries without experts
Monitoring is hampered by lack of experts



Monitoring pollinators: citizen science

Identification tools + 
Identification guides
Identification app based on AI
Testing and training users

Campaign =  
Website
TV/Radio
Blogs / Vlogs

44700 new records
4369 gardens counted
Country-wide coverage
New reliable information



OPPORTUNITIES 
FOR 

POLLINATORS

Designing landscapes for pollinators
Map of pollinator habitats Map of current and potential pollinator habitats



Information tool for municipalities

poor excellent

Occurrence + models + bee needs tool for municipality for bee habitats, 
management and conservation
improvement goals



Monitoring pollinator landscapes



HERBee🐝www.herbee.farm

Tool for monitoring pollinator landscapes

Satellite images 
(every week)

+

Artificial Intelligence

=

Classify different 

grasslands

Bases for management targets and improvement



Monitoring tools for beekeepers

Beekeepers + hive monitoring



Monitoring tools for healthy honeybees

Beekeepers + hive monitoring + sensors  + weather + landscape + social network

The system alerts the beekeeper !



Too complex for bee professor or policy maker!
Bring in the (other) nerds



Too complex for bee professor or policy maker!
Bring in the (other) nerds

Data science and ICT experts  + pollinator experts

30 hours in a sweaty room, no sleep, lots of coffee

Build solutions for complex (big) data problems



NL strategy goals for 2023 & 2030

?
Long list (>100) initiatives with own goals

Initiatives with clearer goals linked to NL strategy

Better monitoring of progress towards goals

Toolbox for initiatives and governments

Science + data underpinning strategy



What can we learn from each other ?

INFORMATION 

SHARING AND 

COMMUNICATION

‘dance like the

honeybees’

COLLABORATION 

IN A COALITION

‘swarm like the

honeybees’

MOVE IN SIMILAR 

DIRECTION FOR  

THE FUTURE

‘be successful like 

the honeybees’

THANK YOU !


